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1. Introduction 

 
In November 2003, Cabinet approved the conceptual framework of the Expanded Public 
Works Programme (EPWP). The objective of the EPWP is to utilise public sector budgets to 
create additional work opportunities coupled with training. This overall EPWP objective will be 
achieved by creating productive employment opportunities and by enhancing the ability of 
workers to earn an income after they leave the programme, either in the labour market or 
through entrepreneurial or cooperative income-generating activities. Over the period 2004/05 
– 2008/09, the EPWP is expected to create 1 million job opportunities. These work 
opportunities will be created through 4 broad sectors, namely the infrastructure, economic, 
social and environmental sectors. 
 
Of these four sectors, the economic sector focuses strongly on creating work opportunities 
through entrepreneurial activities. Cabinet has mandated the sector to develop 3000 
ventures. In fact, Cabinet endorsed amongst other entrepreneurial activities, the use of 
venture creation learnerships. 
 
These venture creation learnerships are qualifications within the National Qualifications 
Framework (NQF). These qualifications are available at NQF Level 2 and 4 and the 
qualification is termed: National Certificate: New Venture Creation. These venture 
learnerships aim to: 
 

o Develop appropriate skills and knowledge for the establishment and 
development of an enterprise; 

o Address the economic/administrative and behavioural barriers that contribute 
to failures in starting and sustaining an enterprise; and 

o Create long-term solutions for job creation and SMME development via the 
building blocks and structure of a qualification that practically addresses the 
learning requirements of budding entrepreneurs.  

 
However, the EPWP venture creation learnerships are more than just business-related 
training. The programme will also address issues around access to training, access to finance 
and access to markets by each learner that is selected onto the learnership.  Participants will: 
 

o receive a business-related qualification; 
o register a new company; 
o be awarded 1-3 Government contracts (with varying duration, type and 

value). These contracts will be awarded as the practical component of the 
learnership, which forms 70% of the qualification. It is important to note that 
these contracts are set-aside for the learners and the process of set-aside 
was discussed with the National Treasury;  

o receive mentorship assistance for the execution of the contracts; and 
o receive access to finance. 
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 The 15 to 24 month EPWP venture learnership programme will ensure that: 

 
o viable and sustainable SMMEs are created through simultaneously 

addressing the above-mentioned SMME challenges; 
o 85% of the ventures are formed by historically disadvantaged communities; 

and 
o Government Departments have an improved pool of suppliers to chose from. 

 
The programme does not aim to displace existing suppliers and therefore these suppliers will 
also be able to access these learnerships. Selection of the learners is done in a transparent 
and openly-advertised manner. 
 
The programme involves amongst others, two critical stakeholders, namely: 
 

i) All public bodies. Cabinet requires all government departments at national, 
provincial and local level, and state-owned enterprises, to be involved in the 
EPWP. Public bodies are required to review their procurement budget on 
goods and services for potential areas to ring-fence government contracts for 
venture learners. (This study will assist government departments in 
identifying viable opportunities in the procurement expenditure). Public 
bodies are also required to ensure that mentorship support is in place. 

ii) Sectoral Education and Training Authorities (SETAs) – that will fund training-
related costs. 

 
Thus far (1st quarter of 2006/07), the venture creation programme has commitments for 800 
SMMEs. 

 

 

2. Objective and rationale of the study 

The specific purpose of this research is to evaluate government expenditure categories at 
national, provincial and local level in order to identify opportunities for the Venture 
Learnership Programme of the Economic Sector of the EPWP.   The underlying premise is 
that significant potential exists at all levels of government for portions of discretionary budgets 
to be allocated to small, emerging enterprises.  Provided that the owners and workers of such 
emerging enterprises utilise the venture learnerships and associated support outlined in the 
introductory section above, this process should not constitute a risk to the quality, or cost-
effectiveness, of government procurement, and has the potential to create significant 
numbers of new employment opportunities, and to increase levels of competition within the 
South African economy.  Over time, this process should improve the efficiency of government 
procurement by increasing the range of suppliers, as well as serving to address the 
ownership imbalances that exist in the economy. 
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 The analysis aims to identify areas of procurement at all levels of government that are most 

conducive to the entry of start-up firms supported by the Venture Learnership Programme, 
and to gain a thorough understanding of the procurement process, the challenges and the 
skills needs of the firms engaged in the provision of such products. 
  
 
 
 

3. Study methodology 

 
This research was conducted in accordance with a study methodology that was informed by 
the project’s terms of reference.  The sources of data, basis for choosing a province and local 
government for analysis, approach adopted in analysing the scale and scope of departmental 
discretionary spending, the method used to select specific product categories, as well as the 
methodology employed in analysing the procurement process of the selected product and the 
limitations of the study are addressed in sections 3.1 to 3.6 below. 
 

3.1 Timeframes – data and study 

 
The principal source of data reflecting procurement was Basic Accounting System (BAS) data 
provided by national departments, the Gauteng Provincial Government, and the Tshwane 
Municipality.  In all cases, the data used reflected expenditure in the 2004/5 fiscal year.  It 
was beyond the scope of this project to verify the accuracy of the data supplied, but it would 
routinely be subject to audit by the Auditor General’s office.   
 
The study was conducted between November 2005 and May 2006. 
 

3.2 Choice of province and local authority 

 
The terms of reference required an analysis of the expenditure of all national departments, all 
departments in one provincial government, and all departments of one local government.  
Since the research was required to identify the widest possible range of suitable procured 
goods and services, the choice of provincial and local government was significantly influenced 
by the scale and variety of procurement undertaken.  This favoured governments with 
significant discretionary budgets, and a relatively sophisticated and broad range of products 
procured.  The scale and scope of goods and services analysed should – it was contended – 
cover almost all possible types of products procured, so that the results would have 
application to all provinces and local governments. 
 
The choice of province and local authority was further influenced by the availability of data, 
and ease with which this could be accessed by the researchers.  On the basis of these 
considerations, Gauteng and Tshwane were selected for analysis. 
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 3.3 Scale and scope of departmental discretionary spending 

 
The first stage of the project entailed a comprehensive analysis of the expenditure of all 
national, Gauteng and Tshwane departments.  The objective was to determine both the scale 
and the scope of discretionary spending in each of these departments, and to then use this, 
and other relevant information, to select particular departments at each level of government 
the procurement of which could then be further analysed in the subsequent stages of the 
project. 
 

3.3.1 Source of data 

Basic Accounting System (BAS) data for the 2004/5 fiscal year was obtained from National 
treasury and other national departments, the Gauteng Department of Finance and Economic 
Affairs, and the Tshwane Municipality’s Finance Department.  In the case of the national and 
provincial departments, the analysis was conducted at the lowest level of 
disaggregation/classification of spending – which in some of the larger departments entailed 
around 30 000 line items of data.  This data was then separated into current and capital 
spending, and consolidated into product categories. 
  

3.3.2 Basis for exclusion of product categories 

Identifying opportunities within the framework of government procurement requires that the 
procuring department must have some discretion over its purchases of goods and services.  
While total government expenditure is substantial, a significant proportion of this spending is 
channelled towards items that are, in effect, non-discretionary.  For example, in most 
departments at national and provincial level, once staff posts have been filled through the 
required process, departmental managers have no discretion as to whether amounts are paid 
in accordance with the employment contract.  Similarly, in the case of long-term rentals of 
office and related space, no managerial discretion can be exercised until the rental term has 
run out. 
 
In addition, there are certain product categories that would typically be very difficult for a 
small, emerging enterprise to supply due to a range of barriers to entry.  These could include 
the acquisition of professional qualifications, significant capital requirements, erratic 
purchasing patterns, and purchases where the scale of procurement is not sufficient to 
support start-up businesses. The bases for exclusion are broadly categorised as follows: 
 

i) All direct and indirect employment costs. 

ii) Payments and transfers to other level of government, public bodies and 

households. 

iii) Spending categories relating to long term contractual obligations (e.g. leases of 

office buildings) 

iv) A requirement for a professional qualification from an institution of higher 

education and/or membership of a professional institute or board that regulates 

conduct and the supply of skills.   
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 v) Spending patterns that are likely to be erratic and “lumpy” and which would create 

cash flow difficulties for an emerging business.  This resulted in the exclusion of 

most capital spending categories where the item concerned is purchased outright 

– rather than leased. 

vi) Spending categories that would require substantial capital either to begin, or to 

continue, operations or which are based on well established brands that could not 

be replicated or matched without incurring substantial costs. 

vii) Spending categories that have geographical barriers to entry.  

viii) Categories in which supply is regulated by statutory regulators such as the 

Registrar of Banks and ICASA.  

ix) Categories of spending that relate to the supply of technologically advanced 

equipment, or materials that are life supporting/threatening and which would need 

to meet extensive safety and other standards.  

x) Spending categories where the total amounts spent do not meet a certain 

minimum threshold level, and which would – based on assumed margins – 

therefore not be able to support a sustainable business.   

 
A detailed exposition of the reasons for product exclusion and examples of product categories 
excluded is included in Annexure 1. 
 

3.3.3 Factors relevant to the selection of government departments 

Having isolated those product categories that were both discretionary and suitable entry 
points for small, emerging enterprises, it was then necessary – in accordance with the terms 
of reference – to select 2 national government departments, 2 provincial government 
departments, and 4 local government departments for the subsequent stages of the research. 
 
The critical considerations in selecting departments were the scale and scope of their 
discretionary spending, and the range of product categories that were determined to be 
suitable for emerging SME supply.  This was to ensure the widest possible coverage of 
product categories that could be suitable to the roll out of the Venture Learnership 
Programme.  In addition, the research team also believed it was necessary to take some 
account of the awareness of, and participation in, the Venture Learnership Programme within 
departments, and to also try to assess their procurement efficiency.  
 
It will be noted in section 3.3.4 below that some difficulties were encountered in the 
researchers’ attempts to obtain objective measures of the procurement efficiency of individual 
departments, but this did not have an impact on the outcome of which departments were 
selected. 
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3.3.4 Scoring system for the selection of departments 

In order to select the required number of departments at national, provincial and local 
government level in a relatively objective manner, a scoring system was devised.  The various 
measures that were deemed to be relevant to the appropriateness of a department to further 
analysis (as outlined in section 3.3.3 above) were weighted in accordance with the objective 
of selecting departments that would provide the broadest possible range of products procured 
suitable to emerging SME supply. 
 
The criteria used, and the weights accorded those criteria, are as shown in the table below: 
 

Criterion Weight 

Absolute size of departmental discretionary budget 25% 

Number of product categories exceeding qualifying size criteria 20% 

Number of product categories that are compatible with SMME 
supply 

25% 

Current departmental VLP awareness and participation levels 15% 

Current departmental regulatory and procurement efficiency 15% 

  
 
A detailed explanation of the methodology used in the scoring system is available in 
Annexure 2.  
 

3.4 Selection of product categories  

 
Having analysed departmental procurement, and then having selected departments for further 
analysis, the terms of reference required that the research focus should shift to the analysis of 
individual product categories, with the overall objective of identifying goods and services 
offering the potential to facilitate the entry and operation of emerging enterprises – particularly 
those being supported by the Venture Learnership Programme.  It also required the selection 
of six product categories that, in the opinion of the research team, offered the greatest 
potential to serve as entry points and to provide a platform for the practical aspects of the 
VLP. 
 

3.4.1 Factors relevant to the selection of products 

A number of factors were considered relevant to the selection of product categories most 
appropriate for the remaining stages of the project.  These included: 

i) The potential need for VLP intervention arising from shortcomings in the 
skills set of established SMEs currently contracting with the selected 
departments.   
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 ii) The absolute size of the spending on a specific product category within the 

selected department.  This provides some scope for the entry of additional 
SMEs into the procurement process – without significant disruption to 
existing suppliers – and also constitutes an incentive for the department 
concerned to become involved in the VLP. 

iii) The absolute size of spending on a specific product category within the entire 
sphere of that level of government.  This is an important consideration 
influencing the sustainability and long-term viability of emerging businesses.  
They should be able to access the broadest possible set of business 
opportunities in as large a market as possible. 

iv) The relative size of the value added in the sector in which the product is 
located, based on its contribution to South Africa’s gross domestic product.  
Due to limitations with data this was necessarily aggregated to the level of 2 
digits in terms of the Standard Industrial Classification.  This extends the 
potential market for the merging business beyond the realm of public sector 
procurement, to also include private sector activity.   

v) The anticipated growth in that sector of the market. Again, this provides an 
important indicator of longer term sustainability. 

vi) The number of small and medium enterprises in that broad market segment 
to provide some proxy for the extent to which barriers exist to the entry of 
small firms into this market. 

vii) Compliance with existing procurement legislation.  This assisted in identifying 
potential barriers to entry that are inherent in the procurement process. 

 

3.4.2 Scoring system for the selection of products 

Once again, it was decided to try to make the selection of product categories as objective as 
possible by applying a scoring system that incorporated the various aspects regarded as 
relevant to the objectives of the project.  These aspects were weighted by their perceived 
importance to the project’s aims. 
 
The project terms of reference required that only the 10 largest discretionary items (by value) 
at each level of government were further analysed in order to select 6 product categories for 
the case study phases of the research.  However, the research team decided to expand the 
selection process to the top 10 products in each of the selected departments.  This effectively 
meant that selection process considered 80 product categories (although some were 
duplicated) as opposed to the originally-conceived 30. 
 
The selection criteria, and their respective weightings, are summarised in the table below. 
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Criterion Weight 

The degree to which the procurement officers within the selected 
departments have encountered skills deficits and shortcomings in 
small businesses currently providing the short-listed project. 

20% 

The absolute size of the discretionary spending on the product 
category within the selected departments/divisions. 

20% 

The absolute size of the total discretionary spending on that product 
category within that sphere of government 

30% 

The absolute value of gross value added in South Africa for that 
product category (at a 2-digit SIC code level). 

10% 

The anticipated average growth rate in real GVA for that product 
category (at 2-digit SIC code level) from 2005 to 2010 

5% 

The number of SMEs currently operating within the product 
category.   

5% 

Extent to which SME suppliers of product currently conform to 
requirements embodied in the public sector supply chain demand 
management regulations 

5% 

Extent to which SME suppliers currently conform to the requirements 
embodied in the public sector supply chain acquisition management 
regulations 

5% 

  
As was the case with the assessment of procurement efficiency, varied subjective responses 
to attempts to gauge conformity with public sector procurement requirements resulted in an 
average response being applied to many departments.  This approach did not change the 
overall outcome of the product selection process. 
 
A detailed explanation of the product category scoring system is included as Annexure 3. 

 

3.5 Analysis of procurement of selected products  

The project’s terms of reference then required that a first-stage feasibility study of the 6 goods 
and services selected be undertaken.  A separate study was undertaken in relation to each of 
the selected products.  It covered the following aspects:   
 

o A detailed understanding of how the good or service is procured 
o Its applicability to the Venture Learnership Programme  
o The identification of potential blockages 
o The potential impact on the sector 
o A scoping of the good or service nationally. 

 
The overall objective of this analysis was to determine the feasibility of using each of the 
selected product categories as points of entry for the roll out of the VLP, and – in relation to 
these selected goods and services - to determine which of the nine provincial governments 
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 and six metropolitan governments offer the greatest procurement opportunities, and therefore 

constitute the most appropriate potential partners for the VLP. 
 

3.5.1 Survey questionnaires 

The information required for this phase of the study could only be acquired from direct 
interaction with both the procurement officers of the selected departments and existing SME 
suppliers.  Separate questionnaires were developed (see Annexure 4).  They provided the 
basis for a structured interaction with procurement officers and suppliers. 
 

3.5.2 Interviews with procurement officers of selected products in selected 
departments 

The persons principally responsible for overseeing procurement in each of the national 
government departments selected were interviewed.  In the case of Gauteng, primary 
responsibility for procurement in both of the selected departments has migrated to the 
Gauteng Shared Services Centre – so interviews were held with a number of senior 
managers in the Centre.   In the case of Tshwane, meetings were held with the Chief 
Financial Officer, as well as other senior officials responsible for procurement. 
  

3.5.3 Interviews with current SME suppliers of selected products 

The names of existing SME suppliers of the goods and services selected were obtained from 
the procurement officers of the departments selected.  A number of these were then 
interviewed, with the survey questionnaires providing the basis for discussions. 
 

3.6 Limitations and constraints of the study 

The results of a study of this nature cannot be presented without also acknowledging its 
limitations and the constraints under which it was conducted.  From the perspective of 
provincial and local government procurement, the selection of only one of each for analysis 
constitutes a limitation.  The researchers assumed that the selection of a larger province and 
local authorities would result in the analysis of a broad scope of products that would be 
applicable to other smaller provinces and local governments.  This may not be an accurate 
assumption, as the structure of procurement, and the opportunities for emerging enterprises 
could differ significantly across different provinces and cities and towns.   
 
The fact that the local government selected was located in the province selected also 
generates a potential geographical bias to the results.  Originally, a different local authority 
was selected, but this was changed when question marks arose around the accuracy of the 
data provided, and attempts to source alternative data were unsuccessful. 
 
The timing of the study was also less than ideal, as the researchers experienced significant 
difficulties in making contact with the right people in government, and in obtaining the 
necessary information to begin the analysis over the December – January period. 
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 The fact that the comprehensive analysis of procurement of all the departments included in 

this study was reduced to a final examination of only 6 product categories could imply that 
many potential opportunities for SME entry have not been fully explored.  There is, however, 
nothing to prevent further in-depth analysis of other product categories. 
 
While acknowledging these limitations and constraints, the researchers are confident that the 
findings constitute an important contribution to the identification of opportunities within the 
public procurement framework – both for emerging enterprises, and the Venture Learnership 
Programme. 
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4. Findings of the Study 

 

4.1 Role of entrepreneurship in the economy  

 
A central tenet of the VLP is to provide training that supports entrepreneurial activity.  It is 
therefore important to understand the role of entrepreneurship in the South African economy 
before a thorough understanding of the opportunities inherent in the scale and scope of public 
sector procurement can be developed.  An entrepreneur can be defined as follows: 
 
 

 

 

 

4.1.1 Contribution to gross domestic product 

An extrapolation of data obtained from the October Household Survey, based on the ratio of 
the informal sector’s contribution to South Africa’s gross domestic product (GDP) and the ratio 
of labour remuneration of self-employed persons in the formal sector to GDP estimated the 
contribution by entrepreneurship (thus defined) to the country’s total output at 43%. It is clear 
from increases in self-employed activities relative to formal sector employment that 
entrepreneurial businesses have collectively developed into a major economic force in South 
Africa and that their contribution to GDP is likely to grow in future. 
 

4.1.2 Contribution to employment 

The lowering of the country’s high unemployment rate is widely regarded as one of the 
highest priorities on government’s economic policy agenda. Available figures indicate that the 
vast majority of business ventures in South Africa are classified as SMMEs. In the era of 
globalisation, a key feature of large enterprises has been to reduce personnel. The only 
realistic prospect of job creation on a scale necessary to make inroads into the country’s 
unemployment figure is via emergent entrepreneurs. 
 

4.1.3 Contribution to fiscal revenues 

Every sector of the economy possesses a unique set of forward and backward linkages that 
are activated by any level of output activity within the relevant sector. Economic activity in its 
broadest sense is, of course, forever subjected to a variety of taxes, either direct (e.g. 
personal income tax) or indirect (e.g. value added tax). 
 

A person who is responsible for initiating, developing and 

controlling a business organisation; who combines the other 

factors of production; supplies products and services to the 

market; and bears the brunt of risk and uncertainty. 
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 It is clear from an analysis of the taxes generated by additional personal income (see 

Annexure 5) that the benefits to the fiscus of income generated via SMME development are 
quite significant.  One advantage of smaller businesses typically lies in significantly smaller 
capital/labour ratios and the relative ease of starting business operations. It is clear that 
successful business ventures provide government with significant fiscal dividends. 

 

4.1.4 Contribution to development 

Although the definition of an entrepreneur provided above consists of a number of identifiable 
elements, the fundamental economic characteristic of entrepreneurship is the fact that it 
constitutes a separate production factor, without which the other three groups of production 
factors remain latent and, by inference, meaningless in economic terms.  Without the 
entrepreneur, no output would be possible outside the realms of a subsistence economy. It 
stands to reason that, given adequate reserves of the other three production factors, any 
qualitative or quantitative improvement in entrepreneurship will lead to an increase in a 
country's gross domestic product (GDP).  This is consistent with the objectives of the VLP. 
 
 

4.2 The nature and scale of government procurement 

4.2.1 Overview of total government spending and revenue 

 
As a collective, government spending in South Africa accounts for one quarter of the gross 
domestic product.  This dwarfs even the largest corporations in the country, and means that 
the government has significant leverage to influence both the structure and efficiency of the 
economy through its procurement.  The following table provides a concise overview of the 
composition of functional national government expenditure in the latest (2006/7) fiscal year. It 
should be noted that this data excludes the functional expenditure of the provinces. 

 
 

Ranking of National Government Departments - Total Budget Vote 2006/7 

Department R m 

Social Development 62,005 

Safety and Security 32,558 

Provincial and Local Government 24,903 

Defence 23,830 

National Treasury 15,548 

Education 14,129 

Transport 12,870 

Health 11,270 

Correctional Services 10,631 
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Housing 6,861 

Justice and Constitutional Development 6,270 

Land Affairs 4,852 

Water Affairs and Forestry 4,477 

Trade and Industry 3,665 

Public Works 3,080 

Foreign Affairs 3,042 

Home Affairs 2,800 

Science and Technology 2,614 

Minerals and Energy 2,548 

Environmental Affairs and Tourism 2,018 

Agriculture 1,958 

Labour 1,513 

Arts and culture 1,319 

Communication 1,280 

Statistics South Africa 1,075 

Parliament 782 

Public Enterprises 684 

Sport and Recreation 352 

Public Service and Administration 326 

GCIS 288 

Presidency 256 

Public Service Commission 96 

Independent Complaints Directorate 66 

SAMDI 59 

Total 260,025 

 
On a broad economic basis, government expenditures can be classified into six major 
categories. Over the past ten fiscal years, three of these categories have recorded positive 
growth.  
 
The following figure depicts the growth in fiscal importance (in absolute and relative terms) of 
government procurement of goods and services, household transfers and intergovernmental 
transfers, in terms of the specific percentages of total government expenditure allocated to 
these categories for the fiscal years 1997, 2002 & 2007. 
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Key categories of government expenditures with rising shares 

of total expenditure
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The following figure illustrates the diminishing importance (in relative terms) of the other three 
key categories of government expenditure (in terms of the economic classification). The 
figures relate to the specific shares of total government expenditure allocated to these 
categories for the fiscal years 1997, 2002 & 2007. 
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It is clear from these trends that capital expenditure has been neglected since the 1997 fiscal 
year. Government has recently announced that it intends allocating an amount of R372 billion 
for infrastructure expenditure over the next five fiscal years, which will probably reverse the 
declining trend depicted above.  
 
The following figure serves to illustrate key trends with regard to government’s broad socio-
economic policy priorities. It should be noted that the relatively high growth rates for certain 
expenditures related to economic services (e.g. water), have taken place from a rather low 
base (in terms of absolute values of expenditures). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
It is clear from this information that welfare, housing and community development have been 
key priorities since the transition to democracy. The relatively high growth rates for justice, 
prisons and police have to a large extent been necessitated by the high levels of violent crime 
that South Africa has experienced over the past decade. 
 
The terms of reference for the VLP Study, do not require a detailed analysis of government 
revenue trends.  It is, nevertheless, useful to bear in mind that the long-term sustainability of 
the trends outlined above is – to a large extent - dependent on an expanding tax base.   
 
Virtually every government in the world relies on the size and growth of the taxation base to 
be able to fulfil its responsibilities to society (only certain oil producing nations are exceptions 
to this rule). In the absence of an expanding economy, a government’s ability to expand its 
procurement of goods and services will also be curtailed. 
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 Fortunately for South Africa, quite the opposite has been the case over the past decade, as is 

clearly illustrated by the accompanying table. 
 
 
 

 
Government Revenue Trends 

 
Source of Tax Revenue 

FY 1996 FY 2001 FY 2006 

Revenue 
(R bn) 

Revenue 
(R bn) 

Avg growth 
1996 - 2001 

Revenue 
(R bn) 

Avg growth 
2001 - 2006 

Individuals 51.2 86.5 11.1% 125.8 7.8% 

Companies - total 17.7 40.9 18.2% 108 21.4% 

Companies - basic 15.7 29.5 13.4% 84.9 23.5% 

STC 1.2 4 27.2% 11.9 24.4% 

Pension funds 0 5.2 n/a 4.5 -2.9% 

Other 0.8 0.9 2.4% 1.7 13.6% 

Skills levy 0 1.3 n/a 5.0 30.9% 

Property 2.2 4 12.7% 11.1 22.6% 

VAT 32.8 54.4 10.6% 115.0 16.2% 

Excise duties 6.5 9.8 8.6% 15.8 10.0% 

Fuel levy 8.9 14.5 10.3% 20.7 7.4% 

Other 0.7 0.3 -15.6% 0.9 24.6% 

Customs duties 6.2 8.2 5.8% 19.0 18.3% 

Stamp duties 1 1.6 9.9% 0.9 -10.9% 

Total 127.2 220.2 11.6% 417.2 13.6% 

 
 
It is clear from the trends depicted in this table that fiscal affordability does not currently pose 
a constraint to any initiatives designed to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of 
procurement by the public sector. After allowing for the effect of inflation, the average annual 
growth in actual revenue collections over the past five fiscal years amounts to almost 10%, 
which is more than double the average annual growth rate of the economy as a whole.  
 
Although the Exchequer is expected to have a relatively conservative approach to the 
management of the country’s public finances, government has signalled its intention to 
implement policies that are designed to lift the country’s growth rate to 6% by 2010. Even 
limited success with the attainment of a higher economic growth rate is certain to provide 
additional impetus to state revenue growth over the medium term. 
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4.2.2 Provincial expenditure trends 

The following tables summarise trends with regard to provincial expenditure in South Africa 
over the past five budget cycles.  
 

 
Provincial Expenditure Trends   

 Functional Area 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 

Education 

Personnel costs 41,577 45,524 49,591 53,441 57,460 61,536 

Goods & services 3,349 4,271 5,702 5,619 6,319 7,761 

Transfers & subsidies 1,363 1,804 2,694 3,044 3,564 3,750 

Capital expenditure 965 1,548 2,265 2,547 2,873 3,483 

Total 47,254 53,147 60,252 64,651 70,216 76,530 

Personnel/total 88.0% 85.7% 82.3% 82.7% 81.8% 80.4% 

Health 

Personnel costs 17,762 19,022 20,854 23,311 25,826 27,809 

Goods & services 7,575 9,397 10,737 12,115 13,674 15,111 

Transfers & subsidies 2,136 2,539 2,821 2,491 2,904 2,914 

Capital expenditure 1,869 1,834 2,502 2,625 3,501 4,135 

Total 29,342 32,792 36,914 40,542 45,905 49,969 

Personnel/total 60.5% 58.0% 56.5% 57.5% 56.3% 55.7% 

Social Development 

Personnel costs 991 1,175 1,379 1,541 2,150 2,330 

Goods & services 1,170 1,665 2,285 2,758 3,450 3,779 

Transfers & subsidies 21,521 29,390 38,292 46,284 53,776 59,050 

Capital expenditure 86 138 141 208 298 314 

Total 23,768 32,368 42,097 50,791 59,674 65,473 

Personnel/total 4.2% 3.6% 3.3% 3.0% 3.6% 3.6% 

Other functions 

Personnel costs 7,391 8,083 8,961 9,568 11,366 12,188 

Goods & services 5,632 6,572 7,291 7,918 10,055 11,144 

Transfers & subsidies 6,042 8,522 10,296 10,541 11,155 12,554 

Capital expenditure 3,143 4,178 4,709 4,723 5,229 6,015 

Total 22,208 27,355 31,257 32,750 37,805 41,901 

Personnel/total 33.3% 29.5% 28.7% 29.2% 30.1% 29.1% 

Total 

Personnel costs 67,721 73,804 80,785 87,861 96,802 103,863 

Goods & services 17,726 21,905 26,015 28,410 33,498 37,795 

Transfers & subsidies 31,062 42,255 54,103 62,360 71,399 78,268 

Capital expenditure 6,063 7,698 9,617 10,103 11,901 13,947 

Total 122,572 145,662 170,520 188,734 213,600 233,873 

Personnel/total 55.2% 50.7% 47.4% 46.6% 45.3% 44.4% 
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An analysis of provincial expenditure trends reveals the following: 
Total provincial expenditure in fiscal year 2006 amounted to R213.6 billion, which is virtually 
on par with the total non-interest expenditure of the national departments, namely R226.3 
billion. 

 
Growth in expenditure on goods and services for the four major categories listed in the tables 
has been exceptionally high, namely 17%, 16%, 31% and 16%, respectively (for education, 
health, social development and other functions) 
 
Education remains the single largest expenditure category in the provincial domain, 
accounting for virtually a third of all expenditure, as illustrated below. 
 
Growth of education expenditure has, however, lagged behind other expenditure categories. 
Between 2002 and 2006, total education expenditure growth amounted to an average annual 
rate of 6.1%, compared to 10.6% for total expenditure and 21.6% for expenditure on social 

 
Relative Shares - Provincial Expenditures 

  
Functional Area 

Province 

EC FS G KZN L M NW NC WC

Education 

Personnel costs 16.9% 6.9% 14.4% 20.8% 14.1% 7.6% 8.5% 1.8% 7.5% 

Goods & services 12.5% 6.2% 9.5% 19.9% 17.4% 14.2% 10.1% 2.2% 7.0% 

Transfers & subs 11.6% 12.4% 27.4% 15.0% 5.7% 5.5% 4.2% 3.1% 11.3% 

Capital exp. 12.0% 2.2% 17.2% 27.2% 16.6% 8.8% 6.7% 1.5% 4.8% 

Total 16.0% 6.9% 14.8% 20.7% 14.1% 8.2% 8.3% 1.9% 7.6%

Health 

Personnel costs 12.8% 7.5% 18.8% 23.8% 11.3% 5.1% 6.4% 1.6% 9.5% 

Goods & services 11.8% 6.3% 22.1% 21.7% 10.9% 6.3% 6.6% 2.3% 10.3% 

Transfers & subs 22.4% 1.5% 31.4% 14.2% 4.6% 2.5% 4.3% 1.0% 16.3% 

Capital exp. 14.9% 7.1% 13.2% 24.1% 14.5% 6.5% 6.3% 1.2% 6.2% 

Total 13.3% 6.7% 20.2% 22.6% 11.0% 5.4% 6.3% 1.8% 9.9% 

Social Development 

Personnel costs 15.4% 10.4% 14.8% 18.1% 10.1% 5.5% 9.0% 3.0% 7.8% 

Goods & services 16.7% 6.1% 13.0% 23.9% 13.8% 7.7% 7.8% 3.1% 4.5% 

Transfers & subs 18.9% 7.2% 12.6% 23.0% 12.8% 6.7% 8.3% 1.8% 6.4% 

Capital exp. 13.1% 7.4% 5.0% 14.8% 31.9% 2.3% 14.4% 2.7% 1.3% 

Total 18.7% 7.3% 12.6% 22.8% 12.9% 6.7% 8.3% 1.9% 6.3% 

Other functions 

Personnel costs 15.7% 8.7% 10.6% 14.9% 19.4% 8.5% 11.2% 2.1% 5.1% 

Goods & services 13.3% 4.8% 15.0% 25.5% 10.4% 7.2% 8.5% 3.0% 9.0% 

Transfers & subs 14.5% 4.7% 27.4% 13.2% 15.3% 5.1% 10.3% 2.2% 6.0% 

Capital exp. 13.7% 4.0% 9.2% 25.9% 7.9% 11.3% 9.8% 2.0% 11.1% 

Total 14.4% 5.8% 16.5% 18.7% 14.2% 7.5% 10.0% 2.3% 7.2% 
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 development. An obvious reason for this trend is the expansion of the child support grant to a 

larger number of qualifying beneficiaries (which is likely to continue in future).  
 
KwaZulu/Natal is the top-ranked province in terms of expenditure on the three key functions 
of education, health and social development, as well as the category for other function (mainly 
public works, housing and agriculture). Its share of the total for these four functional 
categories is 20.7%, 22.6%, 22.8%, and 18.7% respectively. For health and social 
development expenditures, this province spends almost a quarter of the total amount 
allocated to all provinces. 

 
For education expenditure, the Eastern Cape is ranked second (16%), followed by Gauteng 
(14.8%) and Limpopo (14.1%). 
 
For health expenditure, Gauteng is ranked second (20.2%), followed by the Eastern Cape 
(13.3%) and Limpopo (11%). 
 
For other functions [which is dominated by Public Works (52% of the total), Housing (28% of 
the total) and Agriculture (15% of the total], Gauteng is the second-ranked province, followed 
by the Eastern Cape and Limpopo. 
 
 

Composition of Provincial Government Expenditure - 2006/7
R Billion

Education, 70.2Health, 46

Social 
Development, 

60

Other 
Functions, 38
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 4.3. Scale and scope of departmental discretionary spending 

  
An important component of the analysis was a comprehensive examination of the size (scale) 
and range (scope) of government procurement across all national, Gauteng and Tshwane 
departments 
 

4.3.1 National departments 

 
Levels and scope of discretionary spending  
 
Our analysis indicates that the combined value of discretionary spending (as defined in 
section 3.3.2 above) of all national departments amounted to R20.5 billion in fiscal 2004/5.  
There were 1 800 product categories in which discretionary spending by national departments 
exceeded R300 000, and of these, some 102 product categories1  were deemed to be 
suitable for SME supply.   
 
An analysis of procurement by product type across all national government departments 
indicates the following: 
 

 
National Government Current Discretionary Spending 

Broad Product Category 

Value of 
Procurement 

in 2004/5 
(R millions) 

Consultants & Special Services 2,337 

Purchases: Machinery & Equipment 777 

Public Works: Maintenance 536 

Stationery & Printing 425 

Maintenance: Office Buildings 411 

Food Supplies 362 

Advertising 256 

Other Maintenance & Repairs 201 

Venues And Facilities 179 

Purchases: Transport Equipment 165 

Medical Materials 157 

Own & Leased Property Expenses 142 

Other Consumables 141 

Domestic Consumables 130 

Equipment <R5000 116 

Agricultural Consumables 77 

Entertainment 73 

Maintenance Materials 71 

                                                     
1 These numbers include product categories that are duplicated across different departments. 
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Fuel & Gas 54 

Protective Clothing 52 

Printing And Publications 51 

Freight Service 37 

Personnel Agency Fees 36 

Courier & Delivery Services 32 

Transport  22 

Laboratory Supplies 9 

Photographic Services 6 

Plants Flowers & Other Decorations 4 

 
 
Results of scoring system 
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A comprehensive breakdown of the scores achieved by each national department is included 
as Annexure 7. 
 
National departments selected 
 
It will be noted from the graph above that the national departments of Safety and Security and 
Correctional Services achieved the highest scores when the scoring system was applied.  
However, the analysis of other departments at both national and provincial level indicated that 
the maintenance and repair of various fixed assets constitutes a substantial component of 
discretionary spending.  While departments often make payments directly to the suppliers of 
these services (and the expenditure is reflected in their individual budgets and expenditures), 
the activity is actually coordinated and managed by the Department of Public Works.  When 
account was taken of this expenditure it significantly raised the total discretionary spending of 
Public Works.  For this reason it was selected for further analysis in the subsequent phases of 
this study in the place of the Department of Correctional Services.  
 
Breakdown of selected departments’ procurement 
 
A comprehensive analysis of the two selected departments’ discretionary spending is 
included as Annexure 8.   
 

4.3.2 Gauteng departments 

 
Levels and scope of discretionary spending 
 
Our analysis determined that the total value of discretionary spending of all Gauteng 
Provincial Government departments in the 2004/5 fiscal year was almost R6.5 billion.  The 
Gauteng Department of Health accounted for almost half of this and the Education and 
Transport departments collectively made up more than a third of the total.  There were 725 
product categories in which procurement exceeded R300 000, of which 450 were regarded as 
being suitable for SME provision. 
 
An examination of current discretionary spending across all Gauteng Provincial Government 
departments on the basis of consolidated product categories is shown below.  It indicates that 
medical materials (which includes medicines) and maintenance and repairs were the most 
significant broad categories of procurement.   
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Gauteng Current Discretionary Spending 

Broad Product Category 

Value of 
Procurement in 

2004/5 
(R 000s) 

Medical Materials 759,078 

Maintenance & Repairs 426,637 

Food Supplies 198,989 

Stationery & Printing 122,855 

Domestic Consumables 121,354 

Leases of Equipment 83,564 

Equipment <R5000 76,755 

Transport 72,248 

Adverts 70,913 

Training & Staff Development 59,656 

Consultants & Specialists 41,214 

Own & Leased Property Expenses 32,237 

Learning Support Materials 27,720 

Fuel and Garage 26,649 

Entertainment 21,341 

Maintenance Materials 17,339 

Agricultural Consumables 13,218 

Purchase of Capital Assets 10,584 

Other Consumables 9,594 

Laboratory Supplies 6,616 

Road Construction & Supplies 4,832 

Personnel Agency Fees 4,715 

Protective Clothing & Uniforms 4,399 

Media Collectables 3,718 

Sport & Recreation Consumables 3,270 

Printing & Publications 2,646 

Medical Services 1,303 

Courier & Delivery Services 811 

Plants, Flowers & Other Decorations 606 

Tracing Agents 590 

Translation & Transcription 161 

Veterinary Supplies 72 

Photographic Services 68 

Freight Services 48 
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 Results of scoring system 

 
The application of the scoring system outlined in the study methodology resulted in the 
departmental scores reflected in the graph below.   
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A comprehensive breakdown of the scores achieved by each Gauteng Provincial Government 
Department is included as Annexure 9. 
 
Gauteng departments selected 
 
On the basis of the scoring system results (as indicated in the graph above), the Gauteng 
departments of Health and Education were selected for further analysis. 
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 Breakdown of selected departments’ procurement 

 
A comprehensive analysis of the two selected departments’ discretionary spending is 
included as Annexure 10.   
 

4.3.3 Tshwane departments 

Levels and scope of discretionary spending  
 
The analysis indicates that the total value of discretionary spending in 2004/5 by all Tshwane 
Departments was R721 million.  There were 172 product categories where procurement 
values exceeded R300 000, and of these 139 were deemed to be suitable to emerging SME 
supply. 
 

 
Tshwane Current Discretionary Spending 

Broad Product Category 

Value of Procurement 
in 2004/5 
(R 000s) 

Repairs Vehicles 73,877 

Maintenance Grounds 69,467 

Repairs Buildings 46,266 

Watchman Services 32,248 

Repairs Equipment 22,056 

Repairs Storm Water Systems 17,739 

Cleaning Services 11,057 

Stationery 10,962 

Rental of Office Equipment 9,806 

Horticulture 8,421 

Marketing 7,965 

Printing 6,429 

Tyres And Tubes 5,266 

Protective Clothing 5,218 

Street Cleansing  4,502 

Repairs Computer Equipment 4,418 

Heating Fuel 4,391 

Security Measures 4,188 

Consumables 3,926 

Premix Binder 3,886 

Maintenance Recreational Facilities 3,498 

Advertising and Marketing 3,479 

Serving of Summonses 3,377 

Grave Diggings 3,306 

Coal Handling 2,863 

Uniforms 2,619 

Reading of Meter Books 2,215 

Cement 2,139 

Provisions and Supplies 2,114 
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Paper 2,044 

Repairs Fences 1,843 

Office and Building Cleaning 1,516 

Data Capture 1,434 

Repairs Recreational Facilities 1,284 

 
Results of scoring system 
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A comprehensive breakdown of the scores achieved by each Tshwane Department is 
included as Annexure 11. 
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 Tshwane departments selected 

 
On the basis of the scoring system applied and the departmental scores shown in the graph 
above, the four departments selected for further analysis were: 
 

i) Housing, City Planning & Environment 
ii) Electricity 
iii) Roads and Storm Water 
iv) Corporate Services 

 
Breakdown of selected departments’ procurement 
 
A comprehensive analysis of the four selected departments’ discretionary spending is 
included as Annexure 12.   
 
 

4.3.4 Estimates for all levels of government 

 
On the basis of the analysis conducted of Gauteng and Tshwane expenditure, estimates of 
discretionary spending for all provincial governments and all local governments were 
calculated.  These are shown in the figure below.  They are predicated on the assumption that 
all other provinces and all local governments incur spending similar in structure to that of 
Gauteng and Tshwane.  To the extent that Provinces and local authorities possess similar 
statutory functions, this assumption may be regarded as quite reasonable. There may be 
marginal differences between functional provincial spending, but these estimates provide a 
fairly accurate perspective of the total scale of discretionary procurement (as defined in this 
study) by all levels of government.  
 
It should be noted that the numbers reflecting operational spending for all levels of 
government (contained in the first row of the figure) includes substantial double counting – 
because central government spending incorporates grants and transfers to other tiers of 
government.  However, this double counting is excluded from the estimation of total 
discretionary spending at all levels of government (the last row of the figure). 
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Estimate of total discretionary spending at all levels of government 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
NOTE: Total Government operating costs and employment costs, interest, subsidies, grants, social 
benefits and other expenses includes double counting.  Values for discretionary spending for provincial 
and local government are estimates extrapolated from the results of the analysis for Gauteng and 
Tshwane 
 

Provincial 
Government 

 
Operating Costs: 

  
R178 662m 

Central 
Government 

 
Operating Costs:  

 
R408 471m 

Local 
Government 

 
Operating Costs: 

  
R86 945m 

Employment 
costs 

Interest 
Subsidies 

Grants 
Social benefits 

Other expenses: 
  

R362 219m

Employment 
costs 

Interest 
Subsidies 

Grants 
Social benefits 

Other expenses:  
 

R150 172m

Employment 
costs 

Interest 
Subsidies 

Grants 
Social benefits 

Other expenses:  
 

R29 443m

Less: 

Purchases of 
goods and 
services: 

 
 R46 252m 

Equals: 

Purchases of 
goods and 
services: 

 
 R28 490m 

Purchases of 
goods and 
services: 

 
 R57 502m 

Payments to 
other levels of 

government and 
parastatals for 

services, 
professional 
services and 

long-term leases 
services: 

 
 R25 752m 

Less: 

Payments to 
other levels of 

government and 
parastatals for 

services, 
professional 
services and 

long-term leases 
services: 

 
 R6 947m 

Payments to 
other levels of 

government and 
parastatals for 

services, 
professional 
services and 

long-term leases 
services: 

 
 R48 248m 

Total 
Government 

 
Operating Costs: 

  
R674 078m 

Employment 
costs 

Interest 
Subsidies 

Grants 
Social benefits 

Other expenses: 
  

R541 834m

Purchases of 
goods and 
services: 

 
 R132 244m 

Payments to 
other levels of 

government and 
parastatals for 

services, 
professional 
services and 

long-term leases 
services: 

 
 R80 947m 

Equals: 

Discretionary 
spending on 
goods and 
services: 

 
 R20 500m 

Discretionary 
spending on 
goods and 
services: 

 
 R21 543m 

Discretionary 
spending on 
goods and 
services: 

 
 R9 254m 

Discretionary 
spending on 
goods and 
services: 

 
 R51 297m 
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4.4 Selection of specific product categories within selected departments 

 
Having undertaken an analysis of discretionary spending amongst all national, Gauteng and 
Tshwane government departments, and having applied a scoring methodology to determine 
which 2 national, 2 provincial and 4 local government departments to analyse further, the next 
stage of the study required a more detailed analysis of the selected departments discretionary 
procurement.  The analysis was required – in accordance with the terms of reference – to 
identify 6 product categories most appropriate to further scrutiny to determine their relevance 
to the VLP programme.  The starting point for this analysis was the selection of the 10 highest 
ranked products in each selected department on the basis of the total value of procurement in 
the 2004/5 fiscal year. 
 
These 80 product categories then had an objective scoring methodology applied to them in 
order to assist in the final selection of 2 product categories each from the selected national, 
provincial, and local government departments.  The results of the product scoring system, and 
the product categories finally selected, are shown in sections 4.4.1 to 4.4.3 below. 
  

4.4.1 National departments 

 
Results of product scoring 
 
There was significant variation in the score received by the analysed product categories in the 
departments of Safety and Security and Public Works.  Food supplies dominated the Safety 
and Security product analysis, followed by protective clothing and uniforms, spares and 
accessories and the safeguarding and securing of own and leased property.  Not surprisingly, 
maintenance and repairs of office buildings achieved a significantly higher score than other 
product discretionary product categories in the Department of Public Works.
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 Products selected 

 
On the basis of the scores achieved, protective clothing and uniforms and maintenance and 
repairs to office buildings were selected for the final, in-depth stage of product procurement 
analysis. 
 

4.4.2 Gauteng departments 

 
Results of product scoring 
 
Although various medications constitute a significant portion of the discretionary budget of the 
Gauteng Department of Health, these product categories were generally regarded as being 
unsuitable for supply by emerging SMEs because of numerous barriers to entry, including 
stringent health and safety standards and licensing requirements.  Of the discretionary, SME-
suitable categories that remained, wood and coal was the most significant, followed by 
various food supplies and disposable paper items.  Food supplies also achieved the highest 
score amongst products in the Department of Education, followed by the transportation of 
scholars, and external training and staff development. 
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Products selected 
 
The fact that food supplies were highly rated amongst product categories in both selected 
Gauteng departments made it a natural choice.  Wood and coal was not selected because it 
is a business that is linked to supply contracts with mines, and would require a scale of 
operation that would probably be beyond the means of an emerging enterprise.  The second 
product category selected for in-depth analysis was the transport of scholars, because it was 
felt that this service should have opportunities for smaller “mini-bus” type operators in addition 
to larger bus operators.  The problems associated with this selection are discussed in greater 
detail in section 4.5.5 below.  
 

4.4.3 Tshwane departments 

 
Results of product scoring 
Maintenance of grounds, projects linked to housing, coal, repairs to buildings, and repairs to 
roads and traffic control equipment all featured highly amongst the selected Tshwane 
departments. 
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 Products selected 

 
Although there were a number of product categories vying for selection amongst the 4 
Tshwane departments, the selection was finally based on the fact that both maintenance of 
grounds and the maintenance and repair of buildings featured highly in more than one 
department.  It was thought that significant obstacles could exist to the viable entry of small 
coal suppliers, while the maintenance and repair of roads probably has significant capital 
barriers to entry associated with it. 
 

4.5 Analysis of procurement of selected product categories 

 

 
Sphere of government 

 
Department 

 
Product Category 

National government Safety & Security Protective clothing and uniforms 

Public Works Maintenance and repair of office buildings 

Provincial government Health Food supplies  

Education Transport of scholars 

Local government Housing, City Planning 
& Environment 

Maintenance of grounds 

Corporate Services Cleaning services 

 
The principal research tool used to obtain answers to these issues was a survey of two broad 
groups: firstly, those procuring the product (typically procurement officers) and secondly, 
existing small and medium-sized suppliers of the product.  Detailed questionnaires were 
developed for each group and the procurement officers in the selected departments were 
then approached for their responses – as well as for the names and contact details of existing 
SME suppliers of the products concerned.   These were subsequently approached for their 
views.  The nature of the questions included in the questionnaires is reflected in the case 
studies presented in section 4 below. 
 
While the focus was on the procurement of a given product by one of the selected 
departments, the assessment of the market potential also had to take account of procurement 
by other departments – both within that sphere of government, and in other spheres – and of 
the purchase of the good and service by the private sector. In the case of both of the 
departments selected for Gauteng, and those selected for Tshwane, procurement is 
undertaken centrally – so, apart from product-specific considerations, acquisition tends to be 
standardised across all of the departments within that province or metro. 
 
Because the survey of suppliers was based on the views of businesses that already contract 
with government, there is some potential for the results to be slightly distorted because of the 
natural selection process that is already built into procurement processes.  We also had to 
guarantee the anonymity of suppliers in order to establish the real challenges faced by them 
in the procurement process. 
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4.5.1 Protective clothing and uniforms 

 
The annual procurement of protective clothing and uniforms by the National Safety and 
Security Department is centralised at the Supply Chain Management Division in Pretoria, but 
a large degree of responsibility is delegated to nine provincial procurement offices.  This is a 
particularly broad product category with a wide range of products and services being required.  
Due to the scope and complexity of procurement, key administration tasks will be outsourced 
in future.  One of the challenges facing suppliers are the varying specifications across 
different products and services. 
 
Skills needs – opportunities for the VLP 
 
From the perspective of the procurement officers consulted, the perceptions of skills of 
vendors were that: 
 

• Business planning, time management and branding are poor 
• Invoicing, pricing policy, and tendering are generally regarded as good 
• Suppliers seem to have a good knowledge of the industry and the client’s needs,  
• Other skills were generally average (good in a small number of cases) 
• Skills levels of larger firms are regarded as very good 

 
By contrast, the vendors perceived their skills to be: 
 

• Average in relation to most skills related to finance, tendering, human resource 
management and procurement. 

• Generally poor in relation to marketing, especially with regard to advertising and 
market analysis 

• Good in respect of administration and price competition. 
 
Constraints facing protective clothing and uniform sector 
 
The biggest constraints perceived by suppliers are bureaucratic procedures and regulatory 
requirements.  Delays in payments, lack of regular orders and relatively low value of orders 
also regarded as impediments. 
 
Market potential of the protective clothing and uniform sector 
 
The total value of procurement within the spheres of government investigated is as shown in 
the table below. 
 

Procured by Value of Procurement in 2004/5 

National Government (All departments) R284 million 

Provincial Government (All provinces) R61 million 

Local Government (Tshwane only) R7.7 million 
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 The total value of final consumption expenditure on clothing (of which protective clothing and 

uniforms form a part) in South Africa in 2005 is estimated at almost R18.5 billion. 
 
A breakdown of departmental procurement of protective clothing and uniforms at the different 
levels of government is included as Annexure 13. 
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4.5.2 Building maintenance and repairs 

 
A significant level of procurement of building repairs and maintenance is done on an ad hoc 
basis, even though a sophisticated analytical technique (LOGIS) is utilised to assist the 
estimation of the frequency required.  The procurement procedure at the Department of 
Public Works is in the process of being reviewed. 
 
Skills needs – opportunities for the VLP 
 
Procurement officers perceived that: 
 

• None of the recognised business skills are of a high quality  
• Business planning, budgeting and certain technical skills are particularly lacking 
• Industry analysis and business planning are rarely done  
• There is only an average understanding and knowledge of the client’s needs 

 
By contrast, suppliers generally believed that they: 
 

• Have a sound grasp of the need to build relationships with key customers 
• Make use of expert advice on taxation and that compliance levels are high 
• Have average administration & technical skills  
• Have generally inadequate skills in relation to finance, marketing, IT and tendering. 

 
Constraints facing the building maintenance and repair sector 
 
The sector has generally low levels of competitiveness in the use of modern production and 
service delivery techniques.  There are problems with regard to access to the internet which 
limits the ability of the sector to use this technology.  
  
Lack of regular orders, relatively low value of orders and regulatory requirements are 
regarded as the most significant impediments from a procurement perspective.  Delays in 
payments and bureaucratic procedures are also regarded as constraints. 
 
Market potential of the product sector 
 
The total value of procurement within the spheres of government investigated is as shown in 
the table below. 
 

Procured by Value of Procurement in 2004/5 

National Government (All departments) R411 million 

Provincial Government (All provinces) R447 million 

Local Government (Tshwane only) R46.3million 

 
The total value of South African expenditure all civil engineering and other construction (which 
includes building repair and maintenance) in 2005 is estimated at R36 billion. 
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4.5.3 Food supplies 

 
Procurement of food supplies by the Gauteng Provincial Government is centralised at 
Gauteng Shared Services Centre for most departments.  A very wide range of products are 
procured.  Procurement approval is required by a Departmental Acquisition Council, and 
contracts are usually for 2 years.  Product specifications vary depending on the product.   
 
Skills needs – opportunities for the VLP 
 
Procurement officers perceive that: 
 

• Business planning, cost accounting and branding skills are generally poor 
• Other skills are average (good in a small number of cases) 
• Skills levels vary widely depending on the level of sophistication of the product being 

supplied and whether there is significant principal company involvement with the 
vendor (in case of agents/intermediaries). 

 
Suppliers seldom have formal business plans, but believe that: 
 

• They generally have limited knowledge of the market 
• Their skills levels are adequate in most areas 
• Branding, inventory control, debt versus equity and advertising skills are inadequate 
• Relationships with customers are generally good 

 
 
Constraints facing food supplies sector 
 
In general, smaller firms are perceived to have reasonably high levels of competitiveness in 
respect of most factors, but are deficient in the use of modern production and service delivery 
techniques. 
  
Delays in payments are regarded as the biggest constraint to doing business with 
government, and in expanding their operations.  Suppliers argue that government doesn’t 
understand the implications of payments delays on their cash flow, and claim that some 
officials are deliberately obstructive or don’t submit paperwork for payment. 
 
Market potential of the food supplies sector 
 
The total value of procurement within the spheres of government investigated is as shown in 
the table below. 
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Procured by Value of Procurement in 2004/5 

National Government (All departments) R352 million 

Provincial Government (All provinces) R1 251 million 

Local Government (Tshwane only) Insignificant 

 
Total expenditure on food in the South African economy in 2005 is estimated at around R100 
billion. 
 

4.5.4 Transport of scholars 

 
Procurement of transport for scholars is managed by the Gauteng Department of Education 
and has been the subject of some controversy.  This limited the scope of the research 
undertaken.  The Department is in dispute with suppliers, and claims that many of them have 
acted fraudulently - claiming 60% of the annual budget in the first 2 months of 2006. 
 
The current model – which is based on large suppliers - is in the process of being reviewed, 
but existing bus operators say they cannot continue to operate on the current 
25cents/km/scholar basis that the budget provides.  
 
Market potential of the product sector 
 
The total value of procurement within the spheres of government investigated is as shown in 
the table below. 
 

Procured by Value of Procurement in 2004/5 

National Government (All departments) Insignificant 

Provincial Government (Gauteng only) R52 million 

Local Government (Tshwane only) Insignificant 

 

4.5.5 Maintenance of grounds 

 
Tshwane operates a centralised system of procurement, although inter-departmental liaison 
does take place.  The policy approach is to ensure user-friendly procedures, including 
mentoring for SMEs.  A significant level of authority resides in the Tshwane Metro Bid 
Specification Committee, but the Demand Management Section is currently not operative.  
There is generally strict enforcement of specifications and budgets are adhered to. 
 
Skills needs – opportunities for the VLP 
 
Procurement officers believe that: 
 

• None of the recognised business skills are of a high quality.  
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 • Financial, business planning, and public relations skills are particularly lacking. 

• Industry analysis and business planning are rarely done.  
• Administrative, technical and pricing policy skills are average. 

 
Suppliers perceive that: 
 

• They have inadequate skills in the area of building relationships with key customers 
• Most finance skills are lacking, including knowledge of taxation 
• Most administration & technical skills are high or average  
• Marketing and modern communication skills levels are poor. 

 
Constraints facing grounds maintenance sector 
 
Suppliers believe that they have low levels of competitiveness with regard to suitable 
premises, although the primary inputs they require are readily available.  They acknowledge 
that problems exist with regard to access to IT and the internet.  
 
Lack of regular orders, relatively low value of orders and insufficient lead time for delivery are 
regarded as most significant impediments to effective dealings with the municipality, but 
unlike most product categories linked to national and provincial government, they experience 
relatively modest problems with payment delays and bureaucratic procedures. 
 
Market potential of the product sector 
 
The total value of procurement within the spheres of government investigated is as shown in 
the table below. 
 

Procured by Value of Procurement in 2004/5 

National Government (All departments) R40.6 million 

Provincial Governments (All provinces) R63.1 million 

Local Government (Tshwane only) R69.5 million 

 

4.5.6 Cleaning services 

 
Due to the centralised method of procurement at Tshwane, the same considerations apply to 
cleaning services as to grounds maintenance. 
 
Skills needs – opportunities for the VLP 
 
Procurement officers believe that firms supplying cleaning services generally have higher 
quality business skills than those providing grounds maintenance services.  Invoicing, pricing 
policy and technical skills are regarded as of a high quality, but budgeting and business 
planning skills are believed to be poor. 
 
Suppliers believe that: 
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• They have inadequate skills in the area of debt versus equity financing 
• Most administration & technical skills are high or average  
• Marketing and finance skills levels are average. 

 
Constraints facing product sector 
 
Suppliers perceive that they have low levels of competitiveness with regard to access to IT 
and the internet.  Many SMEs experience problems with unsuitable premises, but this is 
regarded as a symptom of affordability. 
  
The relatively low value of orders, regulatory requirements and payment delays are regarded 
as most significant impediments in dealings with the municipality, but problems relating to the 
regularity of orders are modest. 
 
Market potential of the product sector 
The total value of procurement within the spheres of government investigated is as shown in 
the table below. 
 
 

Procured by Value of Procurement in 2004/5 

National Government (All departments) R6.5 million 

Provincial Governments (All provinces) R10 million 

Local Government (Tshwane only) R11.1 million 
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5. Summary and recommendations 

 
This study aimed at identifying opportunities for the Venture Learnership Programme within 
the framework of public procurement has covered significant ground.  The analysis of 
discretionary procurement within all national, Gauteng and Tshwane departments has 
indicated that substantial scope exists to leverage procurement of certain discretionary 
product categories to support enterprise development.  In the process, the longer term 
efficiency of government procurement, and overall levels of competition within the South 
African economy should be raised. 
 
The overall objective of the analysis was to identify and thoroughly investigate procurement 
practices and the market potential of 6 selected product categories, in order to determine their 
potential as an implementing vehicle for the VLP.  The assessment in respect of the product 
category research is as follows: 
 
Protective clothing and uniforms: 
There is a large degree of decentralisation of procurement of this product due to the nine 
provincial logistics divisions, as well as discretionary powers of station commanders.  The 
complexity and large scope of procurement has proven to be difficult to manage at a 
centralised level.  In general, suppliers have marginally higher perceptions of their skills levels 
than procurement officers and marketing and general business planning are perceived to be 
the most serious skills deficiencies.  Orders are generally relatively large, but stringent 
specifications translate into high barriers to entry for many SMEs.  Also, tariff reform has 
eroded the competitiveness of local firms and imports pose a serious threat to long-term 
viability.  In spite of this, large market potential exists at all levels of government. 
 
In the light of the above factors, the research team believes that this product category has 
modest scope for the VLP. 
 
Building repairs and maintenance: 
A larger degree of decentralisation of procurement is expected to take place in future, which 
may make it easier for smaller enterprises to gain contracts.  The complexity and large scope 
of procurement has proven to be difficult to manage at centralised level, which has 
necessitated a review of procurement procedures.  Procurement officers generally have very 
low perceptions of the skills levels amongst SMEs in this sector – particularly as they relate to 
finance, IT, marketing and tendering.   Lack of regular orders, relatively low value of orders 
and regulatory requirements are regarded by suppliers as the most significant impediments, 
but there is large market potential at all levels of government, and the sector features strongly 
within the current range of economic growth and development initiatives of government, 
including Asgisa and fundamental service delivery priorities. 
 
For these reasons, the research team believes that there is significant scope for the VLP in 
this product category. 
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 Food supplies: 

Centralisation of procurement within the Gauteng Shared Services Centre has increased the 
potential size of orders, but some line departments obstruct the growth and development of 
smaller and emerging suppliers by delaying payment.  Suppliers generally have higher 
perceptions of their skills levels than procurement officers, who perceive general business 
planning as the most serious skills deficiency.  This is a very large market, with relatively low 
barriers to entry in relation to some products (such as non-perishables), and a wide variety of 
products.  This creates scope for movement up the value chain, and for SME development.  
At the moment, most emerging businesses are sales intermediaries.  There is almost no 
production – except in the catering field – with the result that the levels of value added are 
quite low. 
 
For the above reasons, the research team believes that there is significant scope for the VLP 
in this product category. 
 
Transport of scholars 
Tensions and disputes between the Gauteng Department of Education and suppliers made it 
difficult to complete this aspect of the study because it was hard to get adequate responses 
from suppliers.  The current transport model favours large suppliers and there are barriers to 
the entry of smaller firms.  The researchers believe that there could be scope for smaller 
service providers to provide feeder transport to larger operators, but existing suppliers appear 
to be averse to this idea.  The Department is reviewing the existing model – so there could be 
scope for this product category in the future.  A limited market exists outside of provincial 
government procurement, and the provincial budget does not seem to have taken adequate 
account of fuel price increases 
 
On the basis of the above, the research team believes that there is limited scope for the VLP 
in the product category until a new model of provision has been formulated. 
 
Maintenance of grounds: 
Procurement officers have very low perceptions of the skills levels amongst SMEs in this 
sector – which provides a rationale for VLP involvement.  Skills related to finance, IT, 
marketing and customer relationships constitute the most serious skills deficiencies, while 
insufficient lead times for delivery, lack of regular orders and the relatively low value of orders 
are regarded as the most significant impediments.  Significant market potential exists at all 
levels of government, especially at the local authority level, and the sector possesses strong 
linkages with projects aimed at the expansion and maintenance of infrastructure, most of 
which are associated with government’s commitment to fundamental service delivery.    
 
For these reasons, the research team believes that there is significant scope for the VLP in 
this product category. 
 
Cleaning Services: 
A centralised procurement system is in place, which attempts to simplify procedures, but 
there is a divergence between the views of procurement officers and suppliers with regard to 
skills levels of SMEs in this sector.  Skills related to budgeting and business planning are 
regarded as of a low quality, while relatively low value of orders, regulatory requirements and 
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 payment delays regarded as most significant impediments.  Modest market potential exists at 

all levels of government, especially at the local authority level, and the long term market 
potential of the sector is regarded as fairly stable, due to the frequency of needs, as well as 
government’s commitment to enhancing the quality and status of public service delivery.   
 
For these reasons, the research team believes that there is significant scope for the VLP in 
this product category. 
 
In addition to the above product-specific recommendations, the research team contends that: 
 

 The general level of awareness of the VLP encountered at all levels of government is 
low.  To the extent that the success of the VLP is dependent on the buy-in of 
procurement officers in particular, an effective information and marketing campaign is 
required. 

 In view of the exceptionally high average annual rate of growth in provincial 
expenditures on goods and services within all key departments (significantly higher 
than the average rate for total expenditure), it is recommended that additional 
resources be made available to improve the efficiency of the procurement function at 
the regional level of government. 

 The Study indicated that one of the selected national government departments 
(Safety & Security) had been experiencing administrative problems surrounding the 
procurement function, most notably with regard to the maintenance of a detailed 
database of accredited firms. A decision has recently been taken to outsource certain 
elements of the procurement function and it is recommended that future progress with 
this initiative be monitored by the EPWP, in order to consider similar initiatives at 
other Departments that experience high levels of procurement activity 

 It was clear from surveys conducted during the research that government’s new 
procurement guidelines were not being implemented by all government departments 
or at all spheres of government. It is recommended that these guidelines be edited 
into a workshop manual and that appropriate training workshops be conducted to 
encourage a higher level of uniformity in public sector procurement. 

 Due to the lack of detailed data on the nature of business skills amongst SME firms 
that are involved with public sector procurement, it is recommended that future 
updates of such databases include information that could be utilised for assessing the 
key areas of intervention of the VLP. 

 A detailed study of barriers to entry to SME firms involved with government 
procurement was not part of the brief of this study. It is regarded as important to the 
successful future implementation of the VLP to conduct a more detailed study into 
this issue, both from a supply and a demand perspective, thereby removing some 
elements of subjectivity in the selection process of goods and services for the 
purposes of the VLP. 

 The percentage of SMEs that are in possession of business licences is only 7.5% of 
the total number of SMEs, clearly indicating the need for some formalisation of 
administrative capacity within the small business environment. This need was also 
echoed in the case study analysis and it is recommended that any future VLP 
Curriculum be designed to address this skills deficiency. 
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  The case studies of six different products and services indicated significant 

shortcomings in SME business skills, both from the suppliers’ perspectives and those 
of the procurement officers in the public sector. It is recommended that any future 
VLP Curriculum take cognisance of these skills deficiencies. 

 The number of case studies that were undertaken for the purposes of this study is not 
regarded as sufficient to objectively inform the exercise of designing a Core 
Curriculum for the VLP. It is recommended that additional case studies be conducted 
to ensure that the implementation of the VLP is done in a pragmatic and practical 
way. 

 Between 1996 and 2005, the average annual growth in the number of new close 
corporations (ccs) established was more than 14% a year. Over the past three years, 
this growth rate has accelerated further to a level of more than 20% per annum, 
reaching a level of 186,000 new registrations in 2005. It is clear from a combination of 
this data and the skills audit conducted as a component of the selected case studies 
that the task of SME skills development is quite daunting. It is recommended that the 
VLP extends its marketing campaign to formally registered ccs and that the 
Companies and Intellectual Property Registration Office (CIPRO) be consulted with 
regard to future cooperation. 
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6. Annexures 

Annexure 1:  Bases for excluding product categories from further analysis 

Non-discretionary Exclusions 

Category of exclusion Examples from analysis 

All direct employment-related costs  Salaries and wages: Basic Salary  

 Salaries and wages: Overtime  

 Salaries and wages: Service Bonus  

 Employer contribution: Pension  

 Employer contribution: Medical  

 Employer contribution: UIF  

 Bursaries (Employees) 

 Resettlement Costs 

 Taking over contractual obligations 

All indirect employment costs  Attendance fees (including registration 
fees) 

 Travel and subsistence domestic without 
operator permit: Government Garage 
vehicle 

 Travel and subsistence domestic without 
operator permit: car rental 

 Travel and subsistence domestic with 
operator permit: road transport 

 Professional bodies & membership fees 

All payments made to other levels of government 
or statutory agencies for services received, or 
taxes levied 

 Municipal services: Mogale City 

 Regional Service Council Levies: Greater 
Johannesburg Metropolitan Council 

 Municipal services: Eskom 

 Vehicle licences: Municipality City 
Johannesburg 

 Communication: Licences (Radio & TV) 

 SITA: Data Lines 

 Legal fees State Attorney: Messenger of 
the Court 

 National Health Laboratory Service 
 

All transfer payments to other government 
departments, statutory agencies or households 

 Claims against state by households 

 Equitable share/grant: Municipality 
Merafong Council 

 Robben Island Museum Cape Town 

 Non profit institutions 

 Pocket money households 

 Provincial Agency Gauteng Province: 
Economic Development  Agency 

 School & boarding fees 

 Witness fees 

All long-term leases of fixed assets, and related  Leases: office buildings 
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items including water, electricity and gas meters  Leases: homes for the aged 

 Leases: parking covered & open 

 Leases: water meters 

 Leases: gas storage facilities 

 Own & leased property expenses: gas 
 

 

SME Suitability Exclusions  

Category of exclusion Examples from analysis 

A requirement for a professional qualification from 
an institution of higher education and/or 
membership of a professional institute or board 
that regulates conduct and the supply of skills 

 Audit fees: external current year 

 Consultants & specialised services: 
accountants & auditors 

 Consultants & specialised services: 
architectural 

 Consultants & specialised services: 
engineering civil 

 Consultants & specialised services: 
engineering electrical 

 Consultants & specialised services: land 
& quantity surveying 

 Legal fees private firms: advice 

 Medical services: medical examination 

 Med services: occupational therapy 

Spending patterns that are likely to be erratic and 
“lumpy” and which would create cash flow 
difficulties for an emerging business.  This is likely 
to include many capital spending categories 
where the item concerned is purchased outright – 
rather than leased. 

 

Spending categories that would require 
substantial capital either to begin, or to continue, 
operations or which are based on well established 
brands that could not be replicated or matched 
without incurring substantial costs 

 Travel and subsistence domestic without 
operator permit: car rental 

 Travel and subsistence domestic with 
operator permit: air transport 

 Subscriptions 

 Venues and facilities 

Spending categories that have geographical 
barriers to entry 

 Travel and subsistence foreign without 
operator permit: car rental 

 Travel and subsistence foreign: 
accommodation 

Categories in which supply is regulated by 
statutory regulators such as the Registrar of 
Banks and ICASA 

 Bank charges & card fees commercial 
banks 

 Communication: cell contracts 
(subscription & calls) 

 Communication: post/stamp/frank 
machines 

 External computer services: data lines 

Categories of spending that relate to the supply of 
technologically advanced equipment, or materials 
that are life supporting/threatening and which 
would need to meet extensive safety and other 

 Medical: blood, blood products & plasma 

 Medical: anaesthetics 

 Medical: antiretroviral drugs 

 Medical: heart valves and pacemakers 
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standards  Medical: radio-isotopes 

Spending categories where the total amounts 
spent do not meet a certain minimum threshold 
level, and which would – based on assumed 
margins – therefore not be able to support a 
sustainable business.  At the level of individual 
departments, spending categories with less than 
R300 000 in the latest fiscal year were excluded 

 Agricultural consumables: irrigation 
material 

 Agricultural consumables: medicine 

 Mediator fees 
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Annexure 2: Scoring basis for the selection of departments for further study 

 

Criteria Basis of calculation Weight 

Absolute size of 
departmental 
discretionary budget 

Within each sphere of government, each department’s discretionary spending will 
be rated in relation to the department with the highest discretionary procurement.   
The calculation used was as follows: 
A/B x weight, where: 
A = Department Discretionary Procurement; and  
B = Value of Highest Discretionary Procurement 

 
25% 

Number of product 
categories 
exceeding qualifying 
size criteria 

Within each sphere of government, the number of qualifying product categories in 
each department will be rated in relation to the department with the highest 
number of qualifying product categories.   
The calculation used was as follows: 
C/D x weight, where: 
C = Number of product categories for department; and  
D = Number of product categories in department with broadest range of 
procurement categories 

 
20% 

Number of product 
categories that are 
compatible with 
SMME supply 

Within each sphere of government, the number of product categories that are 
deemed to be compatible with SMME supply for a given department will be rated 
in relation to the department with the highest number of compatible product 
categories.   
The calculation used was as follows: 
E/F x weight, where: 
E = Number of SMME-compatible product categories for department; and  
F = Number of SMME-compatible product categories in department with largest 
number of compatible product categories 

 
25% 

Current 
departmental VLP 
participation levels 

Each department’s VLP participation rating will be standardised for the scoring 
weight.    
The calculation used was as follows: 
G/H x weight, where: 
G = VLP participation rating (based on number of learnerships initiated and/or 
planned?); and  
H = Highest number of learnerships initiated/planned of any department 

 
15% 

Current 
departmental 
regulatory and 
procurement 
efficiency 

Each department’s VLP regulatory and procurement efficiency will be rated and 
standardised for the scoring weight.    
The calculation used was as follows: 
I/J x weight, where: 
I = Average score for department; and  
J = Maximum score that could be attained 

 
15% 

 
 

Annexure 3: Scoring basis for the selection of product categories 

 

Scoring Basis for the Selection of Product Categories for Phase 3 of the Opportunities for 
the Venture Learnership Programme Study 

Criteria Basis of calculation Weight

The degree to which the procurement 
officers within the selected departments 
have encountered skills deficits and 
shortcomings in small businesses currently 

A score would be allocated on the basis of the discussions 
held with procurement officers.  The score would be higher 
for product categories with higher skills deficits (and hence 
a greater need for VLP intervention) 

 
20% 
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providing the short-listed project.  This 
provides some rationale for the involvement 
of the VLP in addressing the skills needs. 

The absolute size of the discretionary 
spending on the product category within the 
selected departments/divisions. 

Within each department, the value of the spending on 
each short-listed product category would be weighted by 
the value of the product category with the highest 
spending. 
The calculation used will be as follows: 
 

C/D x weight, where: 
C = Value of discretionary spending within 
selected department of product category; and  
D = Value of highest discretionary spending 
product category within selected department  
 

 
20% 

The absolute size of the total discretionary 
spending on that product category within 
that sphere of government  

The extent of total spending on each short-listed product 
category within that sphere of government (as determined 
by the additional cross-cutting study completed) as a 
proportion of the total spending of the product category 
within that sphere of government with the highest absolute 
value. 
The calculation used will be as follows: 
 

E/F x weight, where: 
E = Value of total spending on product category 
within sphere of government; and  
F = Value of total spending on product category 
with highest value within that sphere of 
government 
 

 
30% 

The absolute value of gross value added in 
South Africa for that product category (at a 
2-digit SIC code level).  This provides some 
indication of the broader size of the market 
– including private sector activity. 

The absolute value of GVA in 2005 of that product 
category (at a 2-digit SIC code level) at constant 2000 
prices as a proportion of the product category with the 
highest absolute value. The calculation used will be as 
follows: 
 

G/H x weight, where: 
G = GVA of product category in 2005; and  
H = GVA of product category with highest value in 
2005 
 

 
10% 

The anticipated average growth rate in real 
GVA for that product category (at 2-digit 
SIC code level) from 2005 to 2010 

The anticipated growth rate for that product category  
(GOPA-SA long-term forecast model) as a proportion of 
the product category with the highest anticipated growth 
rate    
The calculation used will be as follows: 
I/J x weight, where: 
 

I = Anticipated average growth rate of product 
category; and  
J = Anticipated growth rate of short-listed product 
category with the highest growth rate. 
 

 
5% 

The number of SMEs currently operating 
within the product category.  This will 
provide some indication of the ease with 
which emerging businesses may be able to 

The number of SMEs within the short-listed product 
category as a proportion of the number of SMEs from the 
short-listed product category with the highest number of 
SMEs. 

5% 
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enter the chosen product category. The calculation used will be as follows: 
K/L x weight, where: 
 

K = Number of SMEs in product category; and  
L = Number of SMEs in short-listed product 
category with highest number of SMEs. 

 
NOTE:  Highly disaggregated numbers of SMEs are hard 
to come by.  The best available data will be used. 

Extent to which SME suppliers of product 
currently conform to requirements 
embodied in the public sector supply chain 
demand management regulations 

A score would be allocated on the basis of the discussions 
held with procurement officers.  The higher the score, the 
greater the compliance. 

5% 

Extent to which SME suppliers currently 
conform to the requirements embodied in 
the public sector supply chain acquisition 
management regulations 

A score would be allocated on the basis of the discussions 
held with procurement officers.  The higher the score, the 
greater the compliance. 

5% 
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Annexure 4: Survey questionnaires for procurement officers and suppliers 

 
Questionnaire for procurement officers 

 
1. A detailed analysis of how the good or service is procured 
 
An indication is required of the extent to which your Department adheres to the following 
requirements regarding needs assessment, acquisition management and administration, as 
largely stated in the Policy Strategy to guide Uniformity in Procurement Reform Processes in 
Government – UPRP. 
 
1.1 Needs assessment 
 

Criterion
 

Level of adherence 

Timely determination of needs  
Identify critical delivery dates  
Estimate the frequency of need  
Link to budget requirements  
Conduct expenditure analysis 
Determine the specifications of the product /service  
Conduct an analysis of alternative commodities  
Conduct an industry analysis (e.g. competitiveness & 
number of SMME suppliers) 

 

Other issues  
 
 
1.2 Acquisition management 
 

Criterion
 

Level of adherence 

Identification of public procurement policy objectives  
Determine a strategy for approaching the market  
Apply total cost of ownership principle (where applicable)  
Determine depreciation rates (where applicable)
Compile completed bid document  
Determine bid evaluation criteria  
Evaluation of bid and tabling of recommendations  
Compile and sign contract documents  
Complete contract administration  
Contract information leads to start of logistics 
management phase 

 

Other issues  
 
 
1.3 Administrative and general issues 
 

Criterion
 

Level of adherence 

Existence of prescribed order format 
 

 

Official registration as a service provider  
BEE requirements (the full range)  
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SARS requirements (tax compliance)  
FICA requirements (identification of business owners)  
Invoicing procedure  
Payment procedure  
Other issues  
 
 
 
2 Applicability to the Venture Learnership Programme (VLP) 

 
2.1 The functional types of business 
 
The following section deals with the nature and classification of the firms that supply goods 
and services to the relevant public sector authority. 
 

Criterion/question
 

Comments/reply 

Estimated prevalence of procurement from manufacturing 
firms (as a % of the total) 

 

Estimated prevalence of procurement from services firms 
(as a % of the total) 

 

Estimated prevalence of procurement from wholesalers 
and retailers (as a % of the total) 

 

List the key manufacturing categories for which 
procurement opportunities for SMMEs exist 

 

List the key services categories for which procurement 
opportunities for SMMEs exist 

 

List the key trade categories for which procurement 
opportunities for SMMEs exist 

 

Provide a ranking of the types of SMME business 
ownership that are most prevalent (e.g. private company, 
cc, sole proprietary)  

 

 
Manufacturing (issues to consider include the suitability of premises, proximity to suppliers of 
resources; proximity to clients; access to appropriate infrastructure; and production 
techniques): 
 
3. Identification of potential blockages 
 
This section deals with the perceived shortcomings of SMME suppliers with regard to the key 
elements of a core entrepreneurship education curriculum. Please indicate the quality of the 
skills that exist amongst the SMMEs that your Department is involved with (on average). 
 

Business skill Quality 
 Good Average Poor
Business planning    
Administration    
Budgeting    
Cost accounting    
Time management    
Invoicing    
Pricing policy    
Marketing    
Branding    
Industry market knowledge    
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Knowledge of client’s needs    
Public relations    
Tendering    
Contract negotiation    
Distribution    
Procurement    
 
 
Please also comment on the following potential impediments to SMME development from a 
public sector procurement perspective: 
 

 Insufficient lead time for delivery 
 Lack of regular orders  
 Relatively low value of orders 
 Inadequate costing of owner’s time 

 

 

Questionnaire for suppliers 
 
1. Name & functional types of business 
Provide an indication of the type of core business activity (e.g. manufacturing: food 
processing or services: building repairs) 
Name of business  

Contact person & cell no.  

Core business activity  

  
2. Formal type of business entity 
Provide an indication of the type of business entity (e.g. sole proprietary or cc) 
 

  
3. Logistics/general features 
Provide an indication of your comparative advantage with regard to the following issues: 

 
Indicator 

Level of competitiveness 
High Average Low 

Suitability of premises    
Proximity to suppliers of resources    
Proximity to clients    
Access to electricity    
Access to water & sanitation    
Access to fixed telephone lines    
Access to cellular telephone    
Access to the internet    
Existence of modern production/service delivery 
techniques 

   

Access to information technology equipment 
(computers, printers, faxes. etc.) 

   

Staffing    
Transport    
 
4. Level of business skills  
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 4.1 Provide an indication of the level of business skills endowment of the 

owners/managers of the business:  
 
Business skill 

Level of competence 
High Average Low 

Administration 
 Registration with relevant authorities 
 Filing systems 
 Safeguarding of confidential data 

   

Finance 
 Bookkeeping 
 Cost accounting 
 Budgeting 
 Credit control 
 Debtors management 
 Debt versus equity financing 
 Taxation 

   

Procurement 
 Timely acquisition of raw materials/supplies 
 Inventory control 
 Asset management 

   

Marketing 
 Identifying the customer base 
 Identifying customer needs 
 Product/service differentiation 
 Building relationships with key customers 
 Price competition 
 Advertising 
 Business branding 
 Communication with customers 
 Website design 
 Development of a unique selling 

proposition (USP) 
 Competitor analysis to identify niche focus 

areas 
 Market segmentation & analysis 
 Professionalism in presentations 

   

Time management  
Knowledge of modern information technologies    
Public relations    
Distribution    
Tendering    
Negotiation techniques    
Human resource management  
 
4.2 Also comment on the extent to which the following business development strategies 

are present: 
Strategy Comments
Preparation of a business plan  
Analysis of the size of the particular 
industry (in terms of value) 

 

Review of franchising opportunities  
Opportunities for joint ventures (to 
supplement skills shortcomings) 
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5. Identification of potential blockages 
Provide an indication of the extent to which the following issues act as an impediment to the 
conducting of business activities: 

Potential blockage Acts as impediment 
Yes No 

Insufficient lead time for delivery   
Lack of regular orders    
Relatively low value of orders   
BEE requirements   
Delays in payments   
Regulatory requirements    
Bureaucratic delays   
 
 
6. Potential impact on the sector 
Provide the following details: 

Indicator Value/ratio 
Annual turnover 
Total employment 

 Full time 
 Part time 

 

Taxation paid (all forms of tax)  
Value added/turnover ratio (estimate)  
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Annexure 5: Taxation ratios arising from salary income 

 

 

 
Average taxation ratios for an annual salary income of    R300 000  

Source of taxation %

Income tax 28.7 

Value added tax 14.8 

Excise duties 2 

Ad valorem excise duties 0.2 

Levies on fuel 3 

Air departure tax 0.1 

Customs duties 1.8 

Property tax (central government) 1.4 

Property tax (local government) 1.8 

Total 53.8 

    

Note: The reason for the relatively high rate of VAT is related to 
consumption from non-salaried income 

Sources: SA Reserve Bank; Department of Finance; GOPA Group SA 
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Annexure 6: National government discretionary spending by department 

 

Department Discretionary 

Spending 

(R’000) 

Number of 

Categories 

Exceeding      

R300 000 

Number of 

Qualifying SMME 

Categories 

Agriculture 299,473 81 13 

Arts & Culture 297,589 30 2 

Communications 149,940 47 3 

Correctional Services 2,913,700 151 23 

Education 183,256 49 6 

Environment & Tourism 251,411 56 6 

Foreign Affairs 994,635 99 13 

Govt. Communication & Information Services 64,044 32 6 

Health 437,583 60 7 

Home Affairs 741,033 69 9 

Independent Complaints Directorate 17,514 18 6 

Justice 1,254,675 95 13 

Labour 413,142 63 6 

Land Affairs 302,422 76 10 

Minerals & Energy 133,243 49 5 

National Treasury 315,228 51 7 

Provincial & Local Government 145,725 43 5 

Public Enterprises 31,397 26 4 

Public Service & Administration 65,494 25 3 

Public Service Commission 18,938 14 2 

Public Works 2,696,748 99 10 

Safety & Security 6,310,443 135 21 

Science & Technology 70,920 36 5 

Social Development 152,642 49 4 

SAMDI 15,752 9 2 

Sport & Recreation 29,918 17 2 

Statistics South Africa 155,280 52 4 

The Presidency 67,501 41 4 

Trade & Industry 388,749 58 3 

Transport 344,992 36 6 

Water & Forestry 1,284,188 134 19 
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Annexure 7: National government department scores 

 
Department 

 
Discretionary 

Spending      
( /25) 

Categories 
Exceeding 

R300K 
( /20) 

SMME 
Qualifying 
Categories 

( /25) 

 
VLP 

Awareness  
( /15) 

 
Procurement 

Efficiency 
( /15) 

 
Total 

 
( /100) 

Agriculture 1.2 10.7 12.4 0.0 7.5 31.8 

Arts & Culture 1.2 4.0 4.0 0.0 7.5 16.6 

Communications 0.6 6.2 5.9 0.0 7.5 20.3 

Correctional Services 11.5 20.0 25.0 0.0 5.0 61.5 

Education 0.7 6.5 6.9 0.0 7.5 21.6 

Environment & Tourism 1.0 7.4 6.9 0.0 7.5 22.8 

Foreign Affairs 3.9 13.1 12.4 0.0 7.5 36.9 

Govt. Communication & 
Info. Serv. 0.3 4.2 4.0 0.0 7.5 16.0 

Health 1.7 7.9 6.4 0.0 5.0 21.1 

Home Affairs 2.9 9.1 9.4 0.0 7.5 29.0 

Independent Complaints 
Direct. 0.1 2.4 2.0 0.0 7.5 11.9 

Justice 5.0 12.6 11.6 0.0 7.5 36.7 

Labour 1.6 8.3 8.7 0.0 7.5 26.1 

Land Affairs 1.2 10.1 10.1 0.0 7.5 28.9 

Minerals & Energy 0.5 6.5 5.0 0.0 7.5 19.5 

National Treasury 1.2 6.8 6.4 0.0 7.5 21.9 

Provincial & Local govt 0.6 5.7 5.9 0.0 7.5 19.7 

Public Enterprises 0.1 3.4 3.0 0.0 7.5 14.0 

Public Service &  Admin 0.3 3.3 3.2 0.0 7.5 14.3 

Public Service Comm. 0.1 1.9 1.2 0.0 7.5 10.7 

Public Works 10.7 13.1 14.6 0.0 7.5 45.9 

Safety & Security 25.0 17.9 23.5 0.0 5.0 71.4 

Science & Technology 0.3 4.8 5.0 0.0 7.5 17.5 

Social Development 0.6 6.5 6.9 0.0 7.5 21.5 

SAMDI 0.1 1.2 1.2 0.0 7.5 10.0 

Sport & Recreation 0.1 2.3 2.0 0.0 7.5 11.9 

Statistics South Africa 0.6 6.9 6.4 0.0 7.5 21.4 

The Presidency 0.3 5.4 5.9 0.0 7.5 19.1 

Trade & Industry 1.5 7.7 6.7 0.0 7.5 23.4 

Transport 1.4 4.8 4.7 0.0 7.5 18.3 

Water & Forestry 5.1 17.7 20.5 0.0 7.5 50.9 

 
Note: The lower scores attributed to the departments of Health and Safety & Security for “procurement 
efficiency” are a reflection of the generally higher product specifications required by these departments. 
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Annexure 8: Analysis of Selected National Department’s Discretionary Procurement 

 

Safety and Security 

 Operational expenditures R '000 

Food supplies 201,438  

Maintenance & repairs: motor vehicles 179,300  

Special clothing & uniforms 179,278  

Spares & accessories 135,866  

Domestic equipment 92,074  

Maintenance & repairs: police stations 70,341  

Security services: property 63,232  

Computer hardware 61,276  

Computer consumables 57,890  

Maintenance & repairs: aircraft 46,568  

Tyres & tubes 44,129  

Office furniture 43,957  

Stationery 34,103  

Gardening services: property 33,009  

Ammunition & explosives 30,531  

Radio equipment 20,492  

Detergents 19,879  

Lab supplies 19,316  

Books & journals 14,109  

Maintenance material 13,556  

External training of staff 13,051  

Maintenance & repairs: office buildings 12,832  

Office equipment 12,459  

Maintenance & repairs: trucks 9,460  

Photographic material 9,286  

 
 

Safety and Security 

 Capital expenditures R '000 

Motor vehicles 877,581  

Police stations 345,175  
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Computer hardware 232,029  

Radio equipment 133,307  

Aircraft 33,827  

Office buildings 22,568  

Weapons 18,805  

Trailers & accessories 7,806  

Telecoms equipment 5,851  

Lab equipment 5,368  

Office furniture 4,367  

Office equipment 3,417  

Tents, flags & accessories 3,206  

Trucks 2,135  

Domestic equipment 2,041  

 
 

Public Works 

Operational expenditures R '000 

Maintenance & Repairs: Office Buildings 335,153 

Own & Leased Property Expenses: Cleaning & Gardening 29,021 

Training & Staff Development : External 12,289 

Own & Leased Property Expenses: Safeguard & Security 8,548 

Advertisements: Recruitment 4,136 

Domestic Consumables: Cleansing Agents 4,035 

Stationery & Print: Stationery 3,888 

Maintenance & Repairs: Office Furniture 3,203 

Domestic Consumables: Gardening Supplies 2,769 

Domestic Consumables: Crockery 2,649 

Advertisements: Tenders 2,543 

Maintenance & Repairs: Land Undeveloped 2,306 

Advertisements: Marketing 2,129 

Domestic Consumables: Wash/Clean Detergent 1,996 

Domestic Consumables: Brooms And Brushes 1,722 

Transport: Consultant &Contractors 1,515 

Maintenance Materials: Building Material 1,501 

Domestic Consumables: Disposable Paper Item 1,294 

Stationery & Print: Special Stationery 1,293 
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Stationery & Print: Computer Consumables 1,266 

Venues And Facilities 1,206 

 
 

Public Works 

Capital expenditures R '000 

Public Works: Capital Works 292,755 

Purchase of Capital Asset: Office Buildings 34,578 

Purchase of Capital Asset: Office Furniture 26,298 

Purchase of Capital Asset: Comp Hardware & Systems 9,201 

Purchase of Capital Asset: Domestic Furniture 7,925 

Purchase of Capital Asset: Office Equipment 1,617 

Purchase of Capital Asset: Audio Visual Equipment 757 

Purchase of Capital Asset: Crockery and Cutlery 579 

Purchase of Capital Asset: Domestic Equipment 431 
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Annexure 9: Gauteng Provincial Government Department Scores 

 

 
Gauteng 

Department 

 
Discretionary 

Spending      
( /25) 

Categories 
Exceeding 

R300K 
( /20) 

SMME 
Qaulifying 
Categories 

( /25) 

 
VLP 

Awareness  
( /15) 

 
Procurement 

Efficiency 
( /15) 

 
Total 

 
( /100) 

Premier's Office 0.5 2.6 3.5 0.0 15.0 21.6 

Finance and Economic 
Affairs 0.5 2.3 2.7 0.0 15.0 20.5 

Health 25.0 20.0 25.0 0.0 10.0 80.0 

Education 9.5 11.0 18.4 0.0 15.0 53.8 

Housing 0.4 2.6 3.3 0.0 15.0 21.3 

Social Welfare 2.6 5.2 8.5 0.0 15.0 31.3 

Transport 8.5 8.1 11.2 0.0 15.0 42.8 

Local Development 0.3 1.7 2.1 0.0 15.0 19.2 

Safety and Security 0.4 2.7 3.5 0.0 10.0 16.6 

Agriculture, Conservation & 
Environment 0.6 3.6 4.8 0.0 15.0 23.9 

Sport, Arts and Culture 0.3 2.4 3.5 0.0 15.0 21.2 

Shared Services Centre 1.7 4.4 6.6 0.0 15.0 27.7 

 
Note: The lower scores attributed to the departments of Health and Safety & Security for “procurement 
efficiency” are a reflection of the generally higher product specifications required by these departments. 
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Annexure 10: Analysis of Selected Gauteng Departments’ Discretionary Procurement 

Gauteng Health 

 Operational expenditures R '000 

Maintenance & repair :hospital & ambulance stations 237,809 

Maintenance & repair : medical & allied equipment 40,813 

Food supplies : meat, poultry, fish 33,002 

Domestic consumption : wood and coal 29,977 

Dom consumption : disposable paper items 24,654 

Food supplies : baby and special food 22,358 

Food supplies : groceries 18,805 

Leases : office equipment 18,770 

Dom consumption : gas, medical 17,289 

Stationery & print : stationery 16,305 

Maintenance & repair : motor vehicles 15,018 

Equipment < R5000 : medical & allied equipment 14,923 

Stationery & print : printing government printer 14,775 

Food supplies : milk and milk product 13,532 

Leases : emergency vehicles 13,121 

Leases : domestic equipment 13,017 

Dom consumption : cleansing agents 12,564 

Dom consumption : laundry 8,967 

Food supplies : vegetables (fresh, frozen) 8,558 

Transport: patients & corpses 7,854 

Equipment <R5000 : linen & soft furnishings 7,806 

Entertainment : departmental including employees 7,450 

Other consumption :packing material 6,708 

Advert: marketing 6,608 

Advert: recruitment 6,032 

Training & staff development :external 5,940 

Maintenance and repair :computer hardware & systems 5,860 

Maintenance and repair : workshop equipment & tools 5,832 

Stationery & print : computer consumables 5,657 

Laboratory supplies 5,354 
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Gauteng Health 

 Capital expenditures R '000 

Purchase of capital assets : medical & allied equipment 127,173 

Purchase of capital assets : motor vehicles 16,941 

Purchase of capital assets : office equipment 9,915 

Purchase of capital assets : domestic equipment 7,023 

Purchase of capital assets : computer hardware & systems 6,138 

Purchase of capital assets : office furniture 4,317 

Purchase of capital assets : domestic furniture 1,434 

Maintenance and repair : clinics & community health centres 1,344 

Equipment <R5000:medical & allied equipment 1,021 

 
 

Gauteng Education 

 Operational expenditures R '000 

Food supplies : food supplies 77,261 

Transport: scholars 52,797 

Learning support materials : text/prescribed books 25,650 

Training & staff development :external 24,119 

Equipment <R5000 :service & operating 23,227 

Leases : office equipment 13,747 

Stationery & print : stationery 9,545 

Stationery & print : printing departmental 8,506 

Stationery & print : computer consumables 4,524 

Consultants & specialised services : personnel & labour 4,070 

Venues and facilities 3,493 

External computer services: specialised computer services 3,064 

Sport & recreation consumables 2,877 

Advert: marketing 2,817 

Purchase of capital assets : computer hardware & systems 2,430 

Entertainment : departmental including employees 2,085 

Maintenance and repair : office buildings 1,887 

Advert: recruitment 1,865 

Equipment <R5000 : office equipment 1,686 

Maintenance and repair : office equipment 1,543 
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Dom consumption : cleansing agents 1,404 

Media collection : library books 1,386 

Communication : radio transmissions 1,358 

Advert: gifts & promotional items 1,215 

Trainings & staff development : material & manuals 1,144 

Printing and publications 1,085 

 
 

Gauteng Education 

 Capital expenditures R '000 

Purchase of capital assets : schools old 119,545 

Purchase of capital assets :schools other additional 93,010 

Maintenance and repair :office buildings 58,101 

Purchase of capital assets :schools new 50,149 

Purchase of capital assets :comp hardware & systems 46,850 

Purchase of capital assets :domestic equipment 42,663 

Maintenance and repair :office equipment 18,850 

Purchase of capital assets :schools additional classrooms 17,637 

Purchase of capital assets : office furniture 5,855 

Consultants & specialised services : personnel & labour 3,718 

Maintenance and repair :irrigation equipment 3,495 

Maintenance materials :building material 2,707 

Purchase of capital assets :sec equipment/systems/etc 2,554 

Maintenance and repair :sec equipment/systems/etc 2,297 

Purchase of capital assets :office equipment 2,219 

Purchase of capital assets :computer software 2,202 

Agricultural  consumables : fencing material 2,178 

Equipment <R5000 : office furniture 2,116 
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Annexure 11: Tshwane Municipality Department Scores 

 

 
Tshwane 

Department 

 
Discretionary 

Spending      
( /25) 

Categories 
Exceeding 

R300K 
( /20) 

SMME 
Qualifying 
Categories 

( /25) 

 
VLP 

Awareness  
( /15) 

 
Procurement 

Efficiency 
( /15) 

 
Total 

 
( /100) 

Housing, City Planning & 
Environment  25 20 25 8 7.5 85.5 

Electricity 16.0 13.8 17 8 7.5 62.3 

Roads & Storm water 11.8 13.8 18 8 7.5 59.1 

Corporate Services 7.4 13.1 14 8 7.5 50.0 

Metro Police 5.7 9.7 11 8 7.5 41.8 

Economic Development 5.3 7.6 8 8 7.5 36.4 

Social Development 2.5 9.7 13 8 7.5 40.7 

Governing services 1.7 6.9 6 8 7.5 30.1 

Marketing and Tourism 1.1 2.8 3 8 7.5 22.4 

Emergency Management 
Services 0.9 5.5 6 8 7.5 27.9 

General & Assessment 
Rates 0.9 2.1 2 8 7.5 20.4 

Finance 0.7 4.1 5 8 7.5 25.3 

Water & Sanitation 0.6 5.5 6 8 7.5 27.6 

Municipal Manager 0.4 1.4 1 8 7.5 18.2 

Legal and Secretarial 0.2 1.4 2 8 7.5 19.0 

Chief Operating Officer 0.1 1.4 2 8 7.5 19.0 
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Annexure 12: Analysis of Selected Tshwane Departments’ Discretionary Procurement 

 

Tshwane Housing, City Planning and Environment 

 Expenditures R '000 

Maintenance Grounds 63,201 

Projects Linked to Housing 52,936 

Repairs Buildings 9,391 

Horticulture 8,029 

Repairs Equipment 5,621 

Street Cleansing  4,502 

Grave Diggings 3,306 

Tyres And Tubes 2,307 

Security Measures 1,987 

Sundry Special Projects 1,356 

Repairs Recreational Facilities 1,284 

Consumables 1,284 

Cleaning Services 1,247 

Rental Of Office Equipment 1,229 

Stationery 1,122 

Protective Clothing 801 

Sanitation and Chemical Toilets 708 

Clean Up Project 696 

General Works 538 

Printing 437 

Advertising And Marketing 377 

Decorations 377 

Paper: Office Machines 368 

Plant Fertilisers 355 

Pesticides 348 

 
 

Tshwane Electricity 

 Expenditures R '000 

Coal 85,721 
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Lights 12,421 

Repairs Equipment 5,342 

Repairs Buildings 4,639 

Heating Fuel 4,391 

Coal Handling 2,863 

Protective Clothing 1,583 

Advertising And Marketing 1,557 

Office And Building Cleaning 1,516 

Stationery 1,038 

Data Capture 1,024 

Consumables 678 

Maintenance Grounds 629 

Rental Of Office Equipment 599 

Cleaning Material 487 

Raw & Consumption Materials 364 

Occupational Security 300 

 
 
 

Tshwane Roads and Storm Water 

 Expenditures R '000 

Repairs Roads 43,270 

Repairs Traffic Control 20,071 

Repairs Storm Water Systems 17,739 

Repairs Equipment 4,870 

Premix Binder 3,886 

Cement 2,139 

Heating Fuel 1,088 

Repairs Bridges 725 

Slagment 710 

Repairs Sidings 696 

Aggregate 611 

Asphalt Material 502 

Rental Of Office Equipment 487 

Tyres And Tubes 471 
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Repairs Buildings 456 

Protective Clothing 455 

Stationery 402 

Raw & Consumption Materials 345 

 
 

Tshwane Corporate Services 

 Expenditures R '000 

Repairs Buildings 20,206 

Cleaning Services 5,163 

Repairs Equipment 4,455 

Repairs Computer Equipment 4,418 

Tyres And Tubes 2,488 

Rental Of Office Equipment 2,454 

Paper 2,044 

Stationery 1,930 

Maintenance Grounds 1,892 

Provisions And Supplies 1,551 

Consumables 1,222 

Advertising And Marketing 853 

Professional Visual Services 655 

Security Measures 528 

Magnetic Tapes And Discs 416 

Computer Assistance 365 
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Annexure 13 

 
 

Expenditure on protective clothing – National Government 
Departments (2004/05)

0 30 60 90 120 150 180

Minerals & Energy 

Public Works

The Presidency

Environmen. & Tourism

Water Affairs

Home Affairs

Foreign Affairs

Correct. Services

Justice & Const. Dev.

Safety & Security

R Millions

Note: Minerals & Energy =  R394,000

 

Expenditure on protective clothing – Provinces (2004/05)

0 2.5 5 7.5 10 12.5 15

Northern Cape

Free State

Western Cape

Gauteng

Eatern Cape

Limpopo

Mpumalanga

KwaZulu-Natal

R Million
 

Expenditure on protective clothing – Tshwane Metro (2004/05)

0 0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6

Economic Development

Corporate Services

Roads & Stormwater

Water & Sanitation

Social Development

Housing, Planning & Env 

Emergency Services

Metro Police

Electricity

R Millions
 


